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In a league of its own
A 1950s terrace for £7.95m? Welcome to the crazy world of property in Chelsea

BEYONDTHE
BROCHURE

ASK THE EXPERTS
The solicitor
I am in the process of buying
a home in Dawlish and have
learnt that property in the town
is subject to a chancel repair tax
claimable by the Bishop of Exeter.
Is the risk of a claim real, and
what can I do to protect myself?
Ian Mitchell, by email
Under medieval canon law, the
rector of a parish church was
responsible for the repair of the
church chancel — to be paid for
partly by tithes collected from
the “rectorial glebe land”. This
practice continues today. It sounds
as if you undertook a “chancel
check” search, which can
determine whether a property is in
a parish where a chancel-repair
liability is a possibility. Your
solicitor can arrange an indemnity
policy to cover the potential
contribution to repairs of the
church chancel. The solicitor
can also advise you on the level
of cover needed, which does not
have to reflect the property value.
If insurance is not arranged, there
is a risk that you may be required
to contribute towards chancel
repairs in the future.

ELEANOR
MILLS

A

couple of weeks ago, in Yorkshire, I met a prosperous
self-made businessman who
confessed that he’d sold his
Lamborghini because driving
such a flash car, however
well earned, just wasn’t a good look
“outside the M25”. As I voyage around
Britain looking at your houses, it is
increasingly clear to me that London —
especially its wealthier enclaves and
suburbs — is a foreign country in terms
of its riches, job market, international
population and expectations.
Nowhere is that truer than in
Chelsea, one of the most exclusive
residential areas in the capital. To
disembark at South Kensington Tube
station and head south is to enter a
parallel universe that bears no
resemblance the many towns outside
London I visit for this column,
with their pound shops and
knackered town centres full of
boarded-up retailers, where Aldi
di
and Lidl reign supreme.
In Chelsea, Greggs the baker
er
is replaced by artisanal baguette
te
sellers and the local cafe gives
es
way to Itsu, an upmarket sushi
hi
bar. Its clientele on a weekdayy
lunchtime consists primarily of
slim, well-coiffed ladies who
lunch, with the kind of glow
ow
that is achieved post-40 only
nly
through plenty of expensive
ve
regular “maintenance”, personal
nal
trainers, near-starvation and
nd
frequent holidays. The streets are
lined by Range Rovers with tinted
ed
windows, top-of-the-range BMWs
Ws
and Lamborghinis.
Welcome to the ultimate enclave for
the world’s super-rich, attracted here
by Britain’s stable politics, good healthcare, world-beating schools (money’s
no object) and house prices that seem
to go only one way: up. In the street I
visited alone, there are South Africans,
French, Georgians, Italians and Americans, with a smattering of old English
money or new banking fortunes (not to
mention plenty of lawyers).
This week’s house is what all these
affluent buyers — at least those with
£8m to spend — are looking for. No 32
Astell Street, a four-bedroom red-brick
house from the 1950s, with a tiny patch
of front garden and a small yard at the
back, is all yours for £7.95m (gulp).
I was all prepared to hate it, but
actually it’s been beautifully done.
Its owners, Tea Johnston (a former
dentist from Georgia) and her husband,
Sebastian (an eminent professor of
medicine — he specialises in asthma
and colds at Imperial College), rightly
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Donall Murphy is a partner at
Russell-Cooke LLP; russell-cooke.
co.uk

The green expert

The house’s nondescript exterior conceals sleek
minimalism, punctuated by splashes of colour

32 Astell
Street, London
SW3, £7.95m
What is it? A 1950s terraced
brick house with four bedrooms
and staff accommodation
Where is it? Chelsea, near South
Kensington and the King’s Road
Who is selling? John D Wood;
020 7352 1484, johndwood.co.uk
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take great pride in her decorating
achievements.
achi
The place, which she worked
on with her architect, Stephen
Fletcher, is a symphony of
Flet
tasteful grey and wood, with
tast
the
th odd vibrant splash of colour:
a bright-orange sink in the
black-tiled
downstairs loo, a bed
bl
that
th seems to float (it’s suspended
from
the wall and lit from
fr
beneath)
in the master bedroom,
be
lacquered
purple cupboards and
la
a bright-yellow splashback in
the
th kitchen.
What
Wh staggers me is that this
immaculate
palace is home to six —
immacu
count ’em — children aged between
6 and 13. (Tea treats them all as her
own, but three are the offspring of
her younger brother, who is dying of
cancer and lives with them.) Four sleep
in a big room with elegant steel bunk
beds: the many cupboards are all hidden,
so there doesn’t seem to be any clutter.
Tea has just had the basement dug out,
adding a kitchen/diner, a playroom and
a room shared by the family’s two maids.
Her food cupboards are a work of
art in themselves — drawers full of
identikit labelled spices, six kinds of
pasta decanted into groovy Tupperware.
The kids have a walk-in toy cupboard,
which is the tidiest thing I have ever
seen: the Barbies have their own plastic
boxes and the books are in alphabetical
order. There is an array of electronic
equipment, but it’s all hidden behind
white cupboards. A visible flex? Perish
the thought.
The storage is ingenious, making the
space feel airy and flexible. I loved

the egg-shaped loos and the living wall.
(The drop down into the new basement
is all planted and has an irrigation
system, so no hoses required.)
If I had £8m, six kids I was bringing
up as my own and a tragically ailing
brother, I would definitely opt for a
less bijou and more spacious new
house, perhaps in a less swanky neighbourhood, but with a big garden.
Not this family. Tea says they want
to move and renovate a similar kind
of property nearby. The kids are all
settled in schools in the vicinity, and
she loves Chelsea. After years of
studying sciences in the former Soviet
bloc (her father was high up in
communist propaganda), she has fallen
in love with art (the house is full of
Georgian works) and interior design.
She needs a new project.
Ultimately, this is a slinkily done-up,
smallish family house. It is the area —
smack bang in the middle of the zone
where the international super-rich buy
property instead of gold bars — that
makes it worth such a fortune.
So don’t feel too envious, and
remember that, whether we are rich
or poor, we still have to nurse the sick,
look out for our extended family and
coax the kids through their homework.
Tea Johnston is one of the warmest,
most caring women I have met in a
long time. Don’t hold her £8m house
against her: the most important things
in life cannot be bought. And my, does
she know that.
If you’d like Eleanor to cast her critical
eye over a property you’re selling, email
btb@sunday-times.co.uk

I recently had solar panels
installed on my roof and, as the
“generator”, am now receiving
the generous feed-in tariff. If I
sold my property and was not
able to negotiate an acceptable
arrangement with the purchaser,
would I be entitled to retain the
feed-in tariff, even though the
ownership of the panels, being
attached to the property, had
been passed on?
Ian Tomisson, by email
It would be usual to sell the panels
as part of a house sale, but if the
buyer did not want the tax-free
payments, which is unlikely, you
could arrange a legal agreement
to “rent” the roof space. This is
the same agreement that many
solar-photovoltaic (PV) suppliers
have developed in the “free” PV
model, where the owner and the
mortgage company agree to
lease the roof space for 25 years,
binding on any future purchaser,
so the owner can receive the
feed-in tariff. This agreement will
contain clauses about access
and maintenance. It would be
expensive for you, but possible.
Panel ownership will pass to an
heir and, as with any other financial
investment, the payments will
continue to be made until the
conclusion of the 25-year term.
Julia Kendell; juliakendell.com
Do you need help from
one of our experts?
Email your questions to
propertyexperts@
sunday-times.co.uk. Advice is
given without responsibility
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